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individual, with no reference but the
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4H OPEN LETTER TO

TR4mRI

Fur bearers and trapping played an important role in the
exploration and development of Nebraska. The harvest of our
fur-bearer resource is part of every Nebraskan's heritage. Wise
use of the resource and consideration for other people's property and personal rights can insure that trapping will remain a
part of the heritage of future generations.
The purpose of this publication is to help insure this heritage ... through the educational process. Knowledge of and respect for the resource, as well as consideration for other people,
are the keys to perpetuating trapping as an outdoor activity.
While primarily designed to assist the young or novice trapper,
this manual should benefit veterans as well. Contrary to popular belief, you can teach an "old dog" new tricks.
Trapping is a biologically sound and legitimate use of a
renewable natural resource. In fact, it is our primary means of
managing fur-bearer populations, and management is essential to the health and well-being of all wildlife species. Significant problems develop for both the wildlife and man when
management is not practiced and numbers are allowed to exceed what the habitat or environment will support.
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In a natural setting, a species tends to produce a surplus of
animals as a method of self-perpetuation. Natural constraints
(predators, disease, accidents and weather) whittle away at
this surplus until it is back at a level the environment can
support. A natural setting has not existed since man first set
foot on the North American continent and began altering it to
suit his needs or liking. Man's alterations of the environment
affect nature's constraints so they no longer function smoothly
to manage populations. Therefore, man has had to assume
management responsibility for the resource, and a regulated
harvest continues to be the most realistic management tool.
Remember, trapping is a privilege, not a right! Like any
privilege, it carries corresponding responsibilities - to the resource and to other people. The future of trapping depends on
your willingness and that of other trappers to shoulder these
responsibilities and to acquire the necessary knowledge and
skills to be successful, conscientious practitioners of the art of
outwitting some of Nature's cleverest creatures.

Director
Nebraska Game and Parks Commission.
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TWPfflG... YEITERD4Y
TDn4Y .&ND TDMDlmDW
YOUR TRAPPING HERITAGE
Trapping in what is now Nebraska dates back many eons to
prehistoric times. Early man used a variety of primitive techniques to capture animals for food and to use their skins for
clothing and shelter. They included the use of deadfalls, pits,
and later snares. Trapping played a significant and continuing
role from that time to this.
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The White Man began penetrating the Plains as early as
the 17th Century. The Frenchman Veniard de Bourgmont
made the first significant exploration of the Missouri River in
1714. In 1739, Pierre and Paul Mallet ascended the Missouri as
far as the Niobrara before turning south. It was the Mallet
brothers who named the Platte River. In 1795, Jacques Mackay established Fort Charles in what is now Dakota County,
the first of many posts that would dot the banks of the
Missouri.
By 1750, Europe was already importing considerable numbers of American furs. Opossums and fur seals were added to
the list of American exports in 1849, and skunk pelts were first
sold abroad in 1858.
The western American fur trade era was at its peak from
about 1806, when Lewis and Clark returned from the Pacific,
until the middle 1840's. It played a vital role in the settlement
of the wilderness. When the Lewis and Clark expedition returned, it was met by several parties of traders and trappers
coming up the Missouri River. Stories of the abundance offurbearing animals brought back by Lewis and Clark prompted
hundreds of others to head West in quest of furs. Beaver were
the most sought after, but mink, otter, martens, and others
were also taken.
In 1807, Manuel Lisa left St. Louis with a keelboat of trade
goods. He met John Colter, who had been with Lewis and
Clark, at the mouth of the Platte and persuaded him to go back
upriver. There they set up a successful fur trade. In 1812, he
built a new post, Fort Lisa, near what is present-day Bellevue.
It soon became the most important post on the River, as it
controlled trade with the Omaha, Pawnee, and Otoe Indians.
Large fur companies carried on vast trading enterprises
with the Indians across the frontier. While the Indians were
the principal source for furs, the companies also bought furs
from white trappers working on their own and held a rendezvous in the mountains once each year. At that time, the Indians
and white trappers gathered to sell the furs they'd taken during the year to agents from St. Louis.
In addition to Fort Lisa, a number of other fur trading posts
were located strategically along the Missouri River and in
what is now western Nebraska. It was these courageous fur
men who opened the vast wilderness to the pioneers who were
to come behind them.
By the late 1800's, populations of fur bearers in Nebraska
had changed dramatically. Previously abundant beavers were
down to very low numbers. The gray or timber wolf had been
reduced drastically by hunting pressure, poisoning, and deple-
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Trapping's rewards are great, not only in the harvest of fur, but in the very special satisfactions
gained from the time spent afield. Accept your share
with gratitude and don't waste a precious gift.

tion of its chief food supply- big game (buffalo, elk, and deer).
Records indicate that wolverines once lived in the
northwest part of the state and along the North Platte River in
Scotts Bluff and Morrill counties, but its numbers were low. A
few mountain lions, sometimes called cougars or pumas, also
occurred through the state. The last cougar sighting was recorded in the early 1900's in northwest Nebraska. Bobcats and
Canada lynx were both found in Nebraska at one time. A few
Canada lynx probably prowled the area north of the Platte
River until the 1880's. Since 1960, four lynx have been taken
in Nebraska, three in the north-central part of the state and
one on the Missouri River near Herman.
At one time common along major waterways in Nebraska,
otter numbers had dwindled by 1900. Coyotes were quite plentiful at the tum of the century, and their populations probably
increased as wolf numbers declined. The red fox made its first
appearance in southeastern Nebraska at the turn of the
century.
The early 1900's brought some of the first regulations restricting the take of fur bearers in Nebraska. By the 1920's,
most states had adopted regulations governing the take of at
least some of their fur bearers. By the mid-1920's, muskrats,
which ranged through 4 7 states, had some protection in all but
six. Raccoons and skunks were found in all the 48 states. Some
44 states had laws protecting the coon, while 34 had some
protection for skunks.
Nebraska's fur bearers make a substantial contribution to
the economy of the state. During the 1926-27 trapping season,
5,000 licensed trappers took approximately $1 million worth of
raw furs. The table shows the approximate number and value
of fur bearers taken that season and sold to fur buyers in
Nebraska.

NUMBERS AND VALUE OF FUR BEARERS
TAKEN IN NEBRASKA, 1926-27
SPECIES
NUMBER TAKEN
VALUE
400,000
$600,000
Muskrat
Coyote
4,000
40,000
26,000
Mink
1,900
17,000
25,000
Skunk
20,000
1,000
Beaver
20,000
Raccoon
1,800
Opossum
14,000
7,000
Civet cats
8,000
11,000
Badger
500
2,500
Weasel
500
500
425,400
$759,000
Total All SEecies
Taking into account that some furs were sold directly to
mail order houses outside Nebraska and that some buyers did
not respond to the questionnaire, the total value of furs taken
in Nebraska in 1926-27 was estimated at $1 million. Some 50
years later, during the 1978-79 trapping season, the fur take
was valued at over $3.6 million. The second table lists the
approximate number and value of furs taken by 5,445 trappers
in Nebraska during that season. It includes fur bearers taken
by both licensed trappers and hunters. It does not include figures for unprotected species like coyote, fox, and skunk that
were taken by non-permit holders.

NUMBERS AND VALUE OF FUR BEARERS
TAKEN IN NEBRASKA, 1978-79
SPECIES
NUMBER TAKEN
VALUE
Raccoon
71,200
$2,242,088
Coyote
12,095
686,633
Muskrat
77,482
292,714
Badger
3,309
134,279
Fox
1,169
70,841
Beaver
5,213
69,802
Mink
4,186
63,543
Opossum
14,270
30,680
Bobcat
85
21,004
Skunk
5,975
10,934
Weasel
61
75
Civet cat
28
Total All SEecies
195,073
$3,622,593
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For centuries, trapping has been used to harvest wildlife
and to reduce animal damage. Annual surpluses of fur bearers
still exist and provide an enjoyable and profitable means of
utilizing a renewable resource. Trapping is a rewarding outdoor experience for many people, providing them a closer association with nature. Trapping continues to be an effective and
often the only practical method ofremoving surplus or damaging animals.
Natural control at work is seldom a pretty sight to see. Ask
anyone who has watched a weasel or owl eating a still-living
and screaming cottontail. Or consider the agonizing pain a
muskrat with hemorrhagic disease must endure as its blood
vessels erupt. The total accumulated suffering a population
must bear is greatest in an unharvested population.
A regulated harvest by man, using the proper techniques
and equipment, can minimize animal suffering and pain. Responsible trappers treat their quarry with respect and use the
right traps and the right sets. They do everything in their
power to quickly and humanely harvest this resource. Death
for the individual animal still occurs, but man by his mere
presence also contributes directly or indirectly to the loss of
animal life.
Trapping is a privilege extended to trappers by all the citizens of Nebraska. Privileges carry responsibilities, and those
who receive the privilege have the most to lose if the privilege
is taken away. Trappers must be willing to do more than just
obey the regulations to ensure the future of trapping as an
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outdoor activity. They must develop an attitude which shows
respect for the resource and for the rights and privileges of
others. Knowledge is the key to respect for and humane treatment of the resource. It is also the key to participating in trapping as an outdoor activity without infringing on the rights of
others.
The future of trapping is in your hands!

The future of trapping as an outdoor recreational activity is
difficult to predict without a crystal ball. No one has any "surefire" knowledge as to what changes man will impose on the
habitat of fur bearers and other wildlife. We only know that he
will continue to make changes as he strives to better his own
life. Some of these changes will be beneficial to wildlife, including fur bearers, and some will be determinantal.
Management will undoubtedly become more sophisticated
as knowledge regarding the resource is accumulated. The interactions of man with fur bearers and man with man will
undoubtedly increase. It is our responsibility, today, to see that
man-with-man interactions take a positive course and do not
conflict. This can be done, and if it is, it will insure that the
privilege of trapping will remain part of the heritage of future
generations just as it is part of ours today.

TODAY'S RESOURCE
Nebraskans are indeed fortunate to have a variety and
abundance of fur bearers. This renewable natural resource has
had considerable impact on the state's historical, sociological,
and economic development, and fur bearers as a resource have
both positive and negative values.
On the positive side, the monetary value of their furs is
readily understood by most people. Other benefits are less easily defined and harder to recognize. How does an individual or
society in general place a value on the pleasure and satisfaction gained through acquiring and applying the knowledge and
skills to successfully track and/or trap an elusive animal?
What about the development of appreciation and respect for
the resource itself and the personal growth of our youth as they
learn to accept responsibility for their actions? The fur-bearer
resource and trapping provide these very benefits to several
thousand Nebraskans each year.
Also on the plus side of the ledger is the fact that most of
our fur bearers are also predators and consume large numbers
of small animals, which are commonly agricultural pests and,
-13-

in some cases, the primary hosts for disease organisms.
Fur bearers also interact with man in a negative manner.
The same predatory habit that ranks as a benefit, when they
are preying on mice, gophers, and other pest species, becomes a
liability when they develop a taste for man's livestock and pets.
A nocturnal raid on a sweet corn patch by raccoons just prior to
harvest time is guaranteed to upset any but the most mildmannered grower. Many landowners are tolerant of beaver
until their tree-cutting becomes too extensive or their dambuilding floods too much pasture or cropland. Muskrats become
a problem for man when they burrow into and weaken structures such as dams, dikes, and roadways.
Rare is the person who will accept and coexist with the
skunks who decide to take up residence under his house or
outbuildings. Several of these species also play a known role
in the transmission of disease to man and domestic animals.
Therefore, our fur-bearer resource can be either an asset or
a liability depending upon the situation and how they interact
with man. Management is essential ifwe are to maintain populations at a level that will maximize the positive and minimize
the negative interactions with man.
Management does work, and fur-bearer populations are
thriving as a result. Today's trapper is a major tool in making
it work. He has, to a great extent, replaced the "natural"
(biological and environmental) controls, which kept populations at levels the habitat would support before the coming of
man the manipulator.
Modern fur-bearer management is possible because most
species tend to produce more offspring than their habitat will
support. This is a natural biological mechanism to insure the
continued existence of a species. The extra young are surplus to
what their habitat or home will support. They are expendable
and doomed regardless of whether man harvests a portion of
them or not.
Man has seriously altered the habitat and carrying capacity of the land for most fur-bearing species through his efforts
to manipulate or modify an area to meet his own needs and
improve his way of life. In most cases, these modifications have
permanently affected the natural checks and balances that
once controlled populations. Nature can no longer exert a continuous pressure on the surplus portion of a population, and
unregulated populations experience extreme fluctuations due
to starvation, competition for food or space, disease, or other
causes. Surplus animals cannot be stored or stockpiled for future use. In fact, without some control, an entire population of
an area may be doomed, not just the surplus.
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Courtesy of Pennsylvania Grune Commission

PBE-IE4SOH
PREP.&RATIOH
"Be Prepared" may be the Boy Scouts' motto, but it is also
one that should be adopted by every trapper. Pre-season preparation can mean the difference between success and failure,
and it can eliminate the frustrations that come from poor planning. Time spent getting ready for the season can also whet the
appetite and increase the enjoyment of this outdoor activity.
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First and foremost on every agenda should be a visit with
the landowner to obtain permission. It is not only common
courtesy, but State Law requires that permission be obtained.
Remember, over 97% of the land in Nebraska is privately
owned, and the goodwill of the farmer and rancher is essential
to the future of your sport. If you make arrangements early,
you'll have plenty of time to make your other preparations at a
leisurely pace. Your chat with the landowners can have side
benefits, too, since they may well recommend likely locations.
You'll want to scout the areas for animal signs and likely trap
sites in advance, so remember to get permission for that, too.
During your scouting trip, it can be helpful to take notes or
make rough sketches of potential trap locations. An October
day spent prospecting a creek bottom for signs of fur bearers
can be its own reward. It's an opportunity to just soak up the
joys of an autumn day outdoors.
While scouting, you can do some preliminary site work,
such as placing obstacles at the water's edge to force a mink or
raccoon into the water, building cubbies, or preparing dirt-hole
sites. This will pay off in saved time and less disturbance when
the time comes to set out your traps.
Probably the most important part of your pre-season preparation, though, is a thorough review of the trapping laws and
regulations. These frequently change from one year to the
next, and it is the duty of every trapper to be completely familiar with the rules and regulations governing this activity ... and
to abide by them. Trapping regulations are adopted by the
Game and Parks Commission after a public hearing and are
published in the Nebraska Hunting Bulletin No. 2, which is
available from any permit vendor, conservation officer, or
Game and Parks Commission office. It's a good idea to slip an
extra copy into your pack basket or tool bag just to have handy
for quick reference.
A permit is required for all trappers, regardless of age, to
take, attempt to take, or possess any fur-bearing animal, which
includes beaver, marten, mink (except mutations), muskrat,
raccoon, opossum, and otter. In addition, all nonresidents and
any resident 16 years of age or older must have a valid Habitat
Stamp to trap. Since raccoon and opossum are also listed as
game animals, they may also be taken under a hunting permit
by firearm or archery.
Although the entire state is open to trapping, this does not
include state-owned lakes or marshes or areas closed by federal, state, or municipal law. All state wildlife management
areas are open to trapping unless otherwise posted. Trapping is
prohibited on all state park system areas without special per-
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A good trapper becomes familiar with his equipment before
he sets foot afield. Know your traps: (1) long spring,
(2) double long spring, (3) underspring or jump,
(4) Stop-Loss, (5) Conibear, (6) double coil spring
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mission from the Parks Division of the Game and Parks Commission. Special regulations apply to those species determined
by the Commission to be in need of conservation.
After making your landowner contacts and studying up on
the regulations, spend a little time checking your traps to
make sure they are in good working order. This is also the time
to collect your gear and deodorize various pieces of equipment
like your hip boots and arm-length rubber gloves if water sets
are planned.

TRAP CARE
Like other equipment, traps require some special care to
insure proper functioning and long life. Dying and waxing are
two methods used to prevent rust, darken metal, mask metal
odor, and accelerate the action of the traps.
Allow new traps to form a light coat of rust before dying
since new steel does not take color well. To accomplish this,
just hang the traps outside for about a month before dying. If
the new traps are covered with a heavy coat of grease or oil, it
may be necessary to boil them before hanging them out to rust.
Walnut bark or hulls and maple bark make good homemade dyes, or you can buy a commercial dye like logwood chips
or crystals. Boil the traps in a solution of dye and water, but
first place a nail or similar object between the jaws to guarantee complete coverage. The longer the traps are boiled, the
darker their color will be. Some trappers prefer to boil heavily
rusted traps in the dye solution then let them soak for several
days so the tannic acid in the dye will remove the rust and etch
the surface of the metal.
After traps are dyed, they can be used as is or waxed. Trap
wax is available commercially; however, you can get satisfactory results from a home brew. Combine a small piece of pine
gum (for adhesion) with paraffin or a mixture of paraffin and
beeswax. Use a large double boiler-type container and melt
enough wax to completely cover the trap. BE CAREFUL
WHEN USING PARAFFIN, THOUGH, FOR IT IS HIGHLY
FLAMMABLE. Submerge dry traps, preferably while still hot
from dying, in the wax and allow at least one minute for the
trap temperature to stabilize with that of the wax. The trap is
then removed and hung up to dry.
After traps have been dyed and waxed, they should be protected from contamination by foreign odors. Handle them only
with a hook or wear a clean pair of gloves. Store traps by
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Young trapper gets ready for upcoming season. Traps receive
careful dye and wax job, as pack basket awaits various gear

hanging them in a clean odor-free area. Avoid areas like a
garage, which is usually permeated with gasoline fumes and
automobile exhaust odors.
Although dying and waxing is relatively long-lasting, it
will probably have to be repeated each year, if for no other
reason than to remove blood and other unwanted snnts picked
up during the trapping season.

OTHER GEAR
For upland sets, in addition to traps and stakes, you'll need
a dirt-sifter box, claw hammer, digging trowel, pan covers,
back pack or basket, dry dirt, whisk broom, scents and lures,
and a canvas kneeling cloth unless you wear rubber boots and
squat. If you plan to pelt your own furs, you'll need stretchers,
since fur bearers should be skinned as soon as possible after
the catch.
Now, you're ready to go when opening day rolls around.
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MUIKB4T
Semi-aquatic fur bearers, muskrats are found over most of
North America from Alaska to the Mexican border and
throughout Nebraska wherever suitable habitat exists. The
muskrat is Nebraska's most important fur bearer in terms of
the numbers taken each year, and it ranks high most years in
value of the fur catch. Normally, trappers will take in the
neighborhood of 100,000 muskrats in a season. Records show a
range from a low of 49,000 in 1970 to 369,000 in 1951.
The muskrat is a stocky rodent with soft dark brown fur,
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Muskrats begin house building in October. Runs on marsh bottom
connect larger dwelling lodge with the smaller feeding chambers

small beady eyes, and small round ears. Its most distinguishing feature is a long, flat, black scaly tail.
Although usually vegetarians, muskrats will occasionally
eat fish and salamanders. Their primary foods are the roots,
bulbs and leaves of aquatic plants such as cattails, bulrushes,
and sedges. These and many other plants are used to build
their dwelling houses. When stream bank conditions are suitable, they live in burrows that start at the water's edge. If the
bank slopes gently into the water, the entrance may be under-
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One of several signs of muskrat activity, droppings or "scat" give
distinctive clue to set sites. Other tips to 'rats whereabouts are
houses, bank burrows, tracks, trails, slides, and feeding platforms

water several feet from the bank.
House building begins in late August and reaches a peak in
October. There are two kinds of houses - dwelling and feeding
(sometimes called "push ups"). Travel lanes or "runs" cross the
marsh bottom between dwelling lodges and push ups.
In Nebraska, muskrats have one to four litters a year, but
most have two or three that average about six to seven young
per litter. Sometimes young from the first litter of the season
will also produce a litter with fewer offspring. Gestation period
is about 30 days, and the first litters arrive the last of April
and early May.
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TRAPPING MUSKRATS
They are among the easiest fur bearers to trap, the simplest
to pelt and handle, and generally the most profitable. Their
presence is usually pretty obvious - houses in a marsh; bank
burrows along streams or ponds; tracks; trails; slides; droppings; floating pieces of cut vegetation, and feeding platforms.
Trap sizes No. 1 and No. 1 ½ are best. If water is too shallow
for drowning, either the "Stop-Loss" or the 110 Conibear must
be used. Muskrats have small fragile front legs. Consequently
a high proportion will escape, leaving a foot in the trap, if not
killed quickly, drowned, or caught in a "Stop-Loss" trap. This
"wring-off' is caused by the "rats" twisting and struggling,
which severs the foot. When this happens, it is neither humane
nor profitable and is a waste of the resource. If for some reason
a muskrat has not drowned in the trap, pick it up by its tail.
Then pick up the trap. Otherwise, the rat may pull out of
the trap.
Drowning sets involve anchoring the chain in deep water in
combination with a "tangle" stake. See the illustrated muskrat
sets. The trap chain may have to be lengthened with chain or
wire to allow the trapped animal to reach water deep enough to
drown. Raccoons may occasionally be taken in some rat sets,
and the wire and anchor stake should be heavy enough to hold
a "coon".

MUSKRAT SETS
The most common open water sets are in the runs, at den
entrances, and at the base of slides where the muskrat leaves
and enters the water. In the latter case, the trap should be set
in line with the slide under two or three inches of water and set
firmly on the bottom. When the long spring trap is used, the
end of the spring should be rotated toward the trigger mechanism so the jaws will lie flat. The chain should be anchored in
deep water with a tangle stake near enough to allow the diving
rat to wrap the chain around the stake.
When using ll0's in long runs, additional traps may be set
in the run at three to four-foot intervals. During open water
trapping on marshes, muskrat sets (in addition to run and den
entrance sets) can be made on feeding platforms and edges of
houses. Traps should be placed in one to three inches of water
and staked as far from the platform or house as possible to
insure drowning.
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Remember, it's unlawful to mutilate or destroy the
dens or houses of any fur-bearing animal.
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Under-the-ice sets are effective
alternatives to the risky business
of opening muskrat houses to trap

Both angled and straight versions
of under-ice set use leg-hold traps
with bait. Chain is anchored near
bottom of I-inch by 6-inch board
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TRAPPING SMALL HOUSES
In many sandhills marshes, most muskrats live in houses.
It is risky business to open houses to trap. However, this has
become a common practice with some trappers on sandhills
marshes. Under the ice techniques are effective alternatives to
trapping in the house. If a large unharvested surplus ofrats still
remains, though, and the ice is more than a foot thick, house
trapping is in order. There are certain rules that should always
be followed, though. TRAP ONLY THE SMALL FEEDER
HOUSES. There are more of them than the larger dwelling
houses - sometimes two or three to one. In extremely cold
weather (0° Fahrenheit or colder), DO NOT OPEN ANY
ADDITIONAL HOUSES.
There are two major reasons for not trapping the dwelling
lodges: (1) to insure a safe haven for the occupants and (2) to
provide a place for rats whose houses freeze out because they
were built in water that is too shallow. EXTRA CARE is necessary to plug an opened house properly. If the heat seal is broken, the house can freeze out. Once that happens, the inhabitants will die, unless there is room in another suitable house.
To open a feeder house, use a key hole saw to cut a tapered
hole in one side of the house. SAVE ALL HOUSE MATERIAL.
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Open-water set is the most common for muskrat. It is placed
in run or den entrance, as illustrated, or at base of slide
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When set is positioned in shallow water, either body-gripping
trap (Conibear) or Stop-Loss type of leg-hold trap must be used
to minimize struggle, eliminate "wring-off', and prevent escape
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The floating raft set is effective in open water in larger
streams, where rains may cause water to fluctuate, and in deep
water such as sometimes occurs in farm ponds. Muskrats will
travel considerable distances to climb onto a floating log or
plank. When tying the raft, allow enough slack so it can fluctuate with the water level. If the raft is long enough, two or
three traps can be used. When a log is used, notches should be
cut on the up side so the trap will set level. Some mud in the
fresh cut notch will provide a bed to set the trap in. The trap
chain can be anchored to the side of the raft. Bait, such as a
piece of apple, carrots, or other vegetables, may insure the rat
getting to your trap. Bait may be suspended above the trap on
heavy wire or a stick.
When water levels fluctuate, floating
raft set is good bet. Muskrats will go
a long way to climb aboard log or plank
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TRAPPING UNDER THE ICE
After freeze-up, muskrats can still be trapped in their runs,
as long as the water isn't frozen all the way to the bottom. A
string of bubbles frozen into the ice can often pinpoint the location of a run. Placing a trap will require chopping through the
ice. In areas where muskrats are plentiful, a board set can be
effective under the ice. Use a six-inch wide board that's long
enough to stick in the bottom mud and extend through a hole
chopped in the ice. The board may be slanted or straight up and
down, with either a small platform or a cleat to hold the trap.
Bait is placed on the board above the trap but under the water.
Anchor the chain to the board below the trap.
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Open-water set on side of house is placed
in shallow water, anchored in deep water
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Set a trap on the floor of the feeding chamber, which is nearly
always at water level. Remove some of the water-soaked material to seal the hole after the plug is replaced. It is absolutely
essential to seal the hole to prevent freezing of the house.

ALWAYS PLUG THE HOLE YOU HAVE
MADE IN A MUSKRAT HOUSE WHEN YOU
HAVE FINISHED TRAPPING THAT HOUSE.
In some situations the colony or multiple catch trap can be
used. Several rats can be caught without resetting the trap.
However, the trap must be completely submerged to make sure
the animals will drown quickly. This trap is set in runs or bank
den entrances. The swinging door on the end allows the rats to
enter but will not swing outward.

Man, mink, or muskrat... all share life,s basic need
for pure water, clean air, unpolluted soil, and
sunshine.
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The mink is a semi-aquatic carnivore that occurs throughout the state. It is a member of the weasel family and resembles the weasel except it is heavier bodied and larger. Males
are much larger than females, weighing up to four pounds for
the exceptionally large individual. Females are 15 to 20%
smaller, weighing ½ to ¾-pound less than the males. Typical
members of the weasel family, which includes the skunk, can
discharge a genuinely obnoxious odor from a pair of anal musk
glands. If you're in the line of fire, you'll know it.
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Equally at home on land or in the water, the mink is an
excellent swimmer and diver. Although commonly found in the
uplands during its travels, the mink must have permanent
water as part of its habitat. Mink are rather solitary animals.
They never gather in large numbers like more gregarious
species do. Males are the big travelers and may range over an
area up to five miles in diameter. It can take them 10 days or
more to complete a circuit back to their primary den. By contrast, females forage close to home. They won't wander any
farther than will let them return to their home den in a single
night. Mink are chiefly nocturnal, but they can sometimes be
spotted during daylight hours.
Foods vary with the season, but mink are strictly meateaters. Muskrats are favorite prey, but they also take mice,
rabbits, birds, poultry, crayfish, fish, frogs, snakes, and insects.
Extremely aggressive creatures, mink will readily attack animals much larger than themselves.
Mink usually mate in February or March, and the litter is
born in early May. The usual number is four young but may be
anywhere from two to seven or more. They breed their first
year and have but one litter a year.

TRAPPING MINK
Mink travel the edges of streams and ponds. Since muskrats are a favorite food, anywhere muskrats occur in any
numbers, mink are very likely to be as well. They tend to
follow established travel lanes in foraging along stream edges,
entering and leaving the water at the same place. Their inquisitive nature compels them to investigate all burrows (including hollow logs), brush piles, log jams, logs protruding
from the water, and undercut exposed tree roots.
No. 1½ or 2 traps and 110 Conibear for submerged sets are
the best size traps. However, these sets are as apt to take a
raccoon as a mink, so they should be staked firmly enough to
hold a coon. Drowning sets should be used whenever possible.
Although dry land sets may be practical in some cases, all mink
associate with water and can usually be taken with a drowning
set. If a dry land set is deemed necessary, use your imagination
and a knowledge of the species to make your set. Mink are
suspicious, so the trap outline and chain should be broken with
some fine grass or water-soaked leaves.
Mink have short legs, so with water sets the trap should be
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placed in two to three inches of water with the tangle stake
anchored in deep water. You may have to lengthen the trap
chain with wire or additional chain to reach water deep enough
to drown the animal. The stake and wire should be strong
enough to hold a raccoon. If bait (piece offish, rabbit, or chicken
head) is used, it must be fresh. Tainted meat is not attractive
to mink.
Pelt quality improves rapidly as winter advances. Most
mink are good quality by mid-November, and all are prime by
the first of December. The quality of the fur also declines rapidly
after mid-January. By the end of that month most pelts have
very little value.

MINK SETS
Travel lanes follow the edges of streams, marshes, and
ponds. When water is open, sets should be made in the water
using bait such as fish, a rabbit head, a piece of muskrat flesh,
or a garter snake. Place bait on a sharpened stick stuck in the
bottom and extending about two inches above the water. A
couple of wet leaves or moss draped over the top of the bait will
help conceal your set.
Remember, set the traps in two to three inches of water between the bait and shore. Anchor it in deep water to insure

Obstruction forces mink into water and
over trap, while mink's curiosity lures
it to investigate things like hollow log
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Take advantage of natural sites
like overhanging tree roots, or
create your own by digging hole
into stream bank for your set
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quick drowning. Use of a tangle stake increases the probability
of drowning. If the trap outline is conspicious under the water,
cover it with a few wet leaves or soft mud to break up the
outline. Many mink are taken in blind sets, in two or three
inches of water, and without the use of bait. An ideal location
for a set is where tracks indicate a mink is following the same
path repeatedly ... especially if it is forced to leave or enter the
water because of a boulder, tree, or steep bank. Again, it is
important to conceal the trap and to use a tangle stake for
quick drowning. If the entrance to the water is not well defined, a couple of guide stakes on one side can direct the mink
over the trap.
Holes in the bank, under a drift pile, or in a hollow log are
sure attractors for the nosy mink. To take advantage of this
natural characteristic, make an artificial hole sloping upward
from the water's edge. It should be four to six inches in diameter and a foot or more deep. Bait is commonly used in this set.
Place it as far back in the hole as possible. Likely locations can
be spotted where signs indicate the presence of mink, where
the bank rises steeply from the water, and where the water is
deep enough to insure drowning. A drowning wire and slide
lock may be used instead of the drowning stake. Raccoons and
muskrats are also likely visitors to such a set.
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Fish bait will lure mink to stream set.
Trap is placed in shallow water, and
anchored to tangle stake in deep water

Blind set in shallow water is good bet
when high bank forces mink into water.
Tracks show point of entry into stream
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BE4VE1\
A native of Nebraska, the beaver prowls stream courses,
rivers, lakes, and ponds throughout the state. This easy-torecognize, semi-aquatic rodent has a large flat tail, large hind
feet, and well-developed incisors or front teeth. Where habitat
conditions are right, it can reach weights of 80 pounds or more.
Its fur is highly prized and has been down through the years.
The beaver played a key role in the opening of the frontier
and Nebraska, for it was the fur traders and trappers who
blazed the trails into the wilderness in pursuit of the beaver's
prime fur. It was these "beaver men" who established trade
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with the Indians and prompted the first settlements in the vast
frontier. Unfortunately, this dogged pursuit of the beaver's fine
fur also resulted in the animal's drastic decline in Nebraska.
By 1900, the over-harvest of beaver here, for both food and fur,
had virtually wiped out the animals throughout most of the
state. Since that time, though, management efforts have
restored the beaver to its former range, and it has expanded
into new areas. Now, beaver populations are such that Nebraska trappers can take more animals than in many other
western states.
A vegetarian, the beaver prefers the inner bark of cottonwoods, willow and other streamside trees during the late fall,
winter, and early spring. In late spring, summer, and early
fall, it turns its appetite to algae, duck weeds, and other aquatic plants for its major diet.
Nebraska beaver live in three types of structures - burrows, open water lodges, and bank lodges. In eastern Nebraska, burrows and bank lodges are most common, while
western Nebraska beaver will use all three types of structures.
Burrows begin with a 14 to 18-inch wide opening at the
shoreline that leads to water 3 or 4 feet deep. From such an
opening, a tunnel up to 30 feet long leads to a chamber 2 feet or
more in diameter.
Open water lodges are built in waters from 3 to 8 feet deep.
They may be 12 to 30 feet wide and extend up to 8 feet above
the waterline. There are always two openings below the waterline and one or two chambers above the waterline. Lodges
are made from sticks, mud, and aquatic vegetation and are
usually dome-shaped. Bank lodges are combination dwellings,
incorporating features of both the burrow and the open-water
lodge. After several seasons of use, a burrow roof will sometimes collapse. The beaver will then re-roof the structure with
sticks and mud.
Other visible signs of beaver activity include dams, food
caches, bank slides, channels through low ground, and tree
cuttings. Dams are the most obvious beaver structures. They
provide a constant deep-water environment that is vital to the
beaver's long-term survival. Deep water collects behind the
dams, which gives foe beaver access to food in the winter and
provides a means of transport for tree cuttings during the rest
of the year.
Tree cuttings are piled or forced into the mud as food supplies. These "caches" frequently project above the waterline
and are usually situated upstream from the dwelling. The
beaver depends on these caches for food when the water ices
up. "Bank slides" or pathways are worn into sloping banks by
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Beaver sign is among the most easily recognized. Tree-cuttings
and dam (upper right) are giveaways to old at-tail's resence

beavers as they move between the water and their dry-land
food source. When used frequently, these slides become muddy
from the passage of wet beaver. "Channels" or water-filled
trenches are dug by the beavers to transport trees that are cut
some distance from the waterline. Tree cuttings are usually
the most visible signs of beaver activity. These cuttings are
usually located within one-third ofa mile of the main dwelling.
A beaver family or colony is governed by the largest female.
She and her mate are the only pair that will breed in any given
colony. This dominant adult female gives birth to a litter of
three to four young in May or June. The young will stay with
the colony until their second year. The two-year-olds then
move out to set up residence on the edge of the colony or to
establish a colony of their own. In some cases, these young
beaver will travel as much as 150 miles before settling down.

TRAPPING BEAVER
Trapping beaver is not an easy task. They are intelligent
creatures and may quickly learn to avoid the traps, if given a
choice. For prime pelts, beaver must be harvested during late
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December or early January. This already entails hard work
and operating under harsh weather conditions. The only suitable traps for beaver are No. 4 size foothold traps (either double
longspring, underspring, or coilspring) and 330 Conibears or
similar killer-type traps.
All foothold traps should be secured to insure that the animal drowns quickly. This can best be accomplished by using a
sliding wire lock or weighted trap secured in deep water. The
chain on all foothold traps should be extended by three to four
feet. Conibear-type traps should be well-secured to a dry
hardwood positioning stake. A beaver captured in a Conibear
may struggle for 6 to 8 minutes. If poorly secured, that can
mean a lost beaver and trap.

BEAVER SETS
Most beaver sets are made at burrow or lodge openings or
scent mounds. Although foothold traps will work at openings
and food caches, the 330 Conibear is the best trap for these two
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Another version of scent mound set
uses one-way slide wire to insure
quick drowning. Strategically placed
sticks guide beaver over the trap

sets. The opposite holds true for slide and scent mound sets.
Use the single-pole method for securing 330 Conibear-type
traps at the entrances to dwellings. The traps should be set as
far as possible into the opening and positioned to prevent the
beaver from swimming around the set. Open spaces around the
trap may be filled with properly positioned sticks. The trap
should be tied either to a well-secured stake or strong tree root.
A single-pole bait set is most effective at food caches. Support the trap with a dry hardwood stake, two inches in diameter and two feet longer than depth of the water beneath the ice.
Secure the trap to the pole and wedge bait on a notched stick
between the jaws of the set trap. Then, anchor the trap chain to
a long stick laid across the hole through the ice. This assembly
should be positioned so the trap is at right angles and as near
as possible to the edge of the food cache. The top of the trap
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Third type of scent mound set uses
a tangle stake for quick drowning.
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should be six inches below the bottom surface of the ice. This
bait set may also be used to advantage along the edge of beaver
travel routes under the ice.
A slide set is appropriate beneath the water at the base
of the path leading to the beaver's feeding area. A No. 4 foothold trap is placed in 8 to 10 inches of water so the pan of the
trap is 6 to 8 inches to the side of the center of the slide.
The trap should either be weighted and staked in deep water
or secured to a drowning slide wire. Conceal the trap with
water-soaked leaves.
During open-water periods, a beaver will construct mounds
of leaves and mud 12 to 18 inches in diameter along the
shoreline. It then deposits castor, a scented secretion, on the
top of the mounds to mark the edge of its territory. These scent
mounds, either natural or man-made, are good places for sets.
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Place a No. 4 foothold trap so the pan of the trap is 6 to 8 inches
to the side of the expected line of approach of the beaver. Insert
dry sticks in the bank at an angle to guide the beaver over the
trap. The trap should be weighted and staked in deep water or
secured to a drowning slide wire and concealed with watersoaked leaves.
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The raccoon is one of Nebraska's most valuable fur and
game resources. During the 1978-79 season, hunters and trappers took 71,000 of these long-haired fur bearers with a value
of $2,240,000. Classed as both a fur bearer and game animal,
raccoon are found throughout Nebraska and across most of the
nation. Populations were rather sparse until the mid to late
1940's, when they began a rapid growth in numbers. However,
+1-te fur harvest remained at a fairly low level until pelt prices
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climbed during the early 1970's. For the years 1973 through
1978, the annual take averaged 57,000 animals. For the 20
years prior to that time, the average was 1,900 raccoons per
year. Those figures dramatically illustrate the animal's rise in
popularity with hunters and trappers as fur prices increased.
An omniverous creature, the raccoon dines on both plant
and animal matter. In season, some of its favorite foods are
wild fruits, like plums, chokecherries, and mulberries; corn,
melons, and acorns. Corn and milo are winter staples. Its diet
will also include insects, fish, crayfish, frogs, bird and turtle
eggs, and small rodents, including muskrats.
Raccoons prefer living quarters amid hardwood timber associated with water. When feeding, they normally follow
stream courses and the edges of marshes and ponds. Hollow
trees are favorite den sites, but the coon readily adapts to
whatever is available ... hollow logs, abandoned buildings, log
piles, hay stacks, and even abandoned underground burrows.
Raccoons normally don't get going until the sun goes down,
pursuing most of their activities after dark. They are excellent
swimmers and tree climbers. And, coons would rather escape
up a tree than fight. However, if cornered, they can put up a
formidable battle.
Raccoons accumulate a heavy layer of fat in the fall and
early winter to carry them through inactive periods during the
coldest days of winter. This semi-hibernation may last for several weeks, but they will come out to forage for food on warmer
days. When prolonged severe cold and deep snow keep them
holed up too long, they can become too weak to search for food
when the weather does break. Several deaths from starvation
were documented during the winter of 1978-79. Sometimes,
when weather, food supplies, or limited habitat concentrates
raccoons in an area, as many as 10 animals may den together.
Coons breed in February and March, and gestation takes
nine weeks. A litter of three to four young is born anytime from
late April to early June. Except for late-born litters and their
mothers, most raccoon pelts are good quality by midNovember, and most are prime by the first of December. Depending on the weather, pelt quality remains good until early
January. Most fur quality deteriorates to low grade by the end
of January.
Considered a delicacy in some parts of the country, there is
a high demand in some locales for raccoon meat, particularly
that from young animals. While this is less true in Nebraska,
raccoons do make for some excellent eating, and they can be
roasted, fried, stewed or barbecued.
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TRAPPING RACCOON
Fairly easy to catch, raccoons are not particularly suspicious of a trap unless they have had a previous close call. Trappers can take advantage of their curiousity, keen sense of
smell, and sense of security in their home territory. All sets
should be lightly concealed when the outline of the trap is
conspicuous.
Distinctive tracks in the soft mud along streams and lakes
are the most visible giveways to the raccoon's whereabouts.
Droppings, deposited on branches, stumps, logs, or the ground,
are also obvious clues of raccoons in the area. Both raccoon and
mink are hard put to pass up a log extending into the water or
across a stream. Both consider it an open invitation to investigate. So, such a site would be an excellent place for a trap.
Again, for raccoon, trap size is important. Most trappers
choose the No. 1½long-spring.Do not use anything larger than
a No. 2. For drowning sets, a strong No. 1 works quite well. A
smaller trap usually grips the animal across the palm of the
paw, rather than high on the leg, and that reduces struggling.
Never attach the chain to a solid stake in a dry-land set.
Lengthen the chain to four or five feet, and attach a drag. An
excellent choice is a green sapling about five to six feet long
and two to three inches in diameter. A sapling allows freedom
of movement before getting tangled in the brush and give the
animal something springy to pull against.
The 220 Conibear is sometimes used with bait in a cubby
set or in an artificial bank-hole set. Although humane, improper use of the Conibear and other similar killer traps has
brought about a great deal of bad publicity on trapping. Such
a trap gives no margin for error, and the trapper has no cham;e
to release a non-target species. Bait attracts not only raccoons,
but also passing coon hounds, hunting dogs, or family pets. So,
the potential for an unwanted, tragic kill is great. Therefore, it
is up to YOU, the trapper, to guard against such an occurrence.
Prevention is the ONLY cure.

A CHALLENGE
Obviously, it is in the best interests of trapping and all
trappers to eliminate any possibility of killing an unwanted
species. And, therein lies a challenge and an opportunity ... to
exercise your knowledge of the raccoon and to study the lay of
the land to avoid a unwanted kill. One solution is to set aside
the killer-trap unless its use is necessary. If after careful
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220 CO!VIB£AR
TRAP IN OLD PAIL
NAILED TO POST

/NSIDE PAIL

By using knowledge and imagination, you can create sites that are
safe from unwanted animals like trailing coon dogs. Good choices
are an out-of-the-way hole in stream bank or bucket atop fencepost

analysis use of a 220 is deemed best, use extreme care in
choosing the site and placing the trap. Determine where the
animal's hunting forays are taking it, and select a site that
minimizes the chance of catching a dog. See the illustrations
for such a choice.
Trailing coon hounds lose the scent at the water's edge and
search overland to pick up the trail. So, an out-of-the-way depression in the stream bank would be a good choice. There's
another dog-proof option when using the 220 Conibear. Nail an
old bucket sideways on top of a four-foot fencepost, on a post
you set yourself, or in the crotch of a tree. Place the rim of the
pail near the edge of the post, so the coon has access. Then, put
the bait in the back of the bucket and set the trap just inside
the opening.
Selecting the proper bait can also help reduce the chances of
killing a non-target animal. For example, dogs can't seem to
resist investigating, eating, or rolling in any vile-smelling rotten meat. On the other hand, dogs and cats have little interest
in fruits or vegetables, which are attractive to coons.
Using care and restraint will leave the trapper with a sense
of accomplishment for a job well-done, rather than experiencing the sinking feeling of depression that goes with finding a
dead dog in a poorly placed or baited trap.
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RACCOON SETS
Raccoons like to investigate any natural cavity ... exposed
tree roots, holes in hollow stumps, or fallen trees. In such locations, sets are commonly made with the bait at the rear and the
trap at the entrance. It is necessary to conceal the trap with
rotten wood, leaves, or anything else that occurs naturally in
the area. If there is a wide approach to the opening,
strategically-placed brush or rocks can help guide the raccoon
into the trap. The trapper has a wide choice of baits, since
raccoons eat a vast variety of foods - sweets like honey and
candy, fish, crayfish, frogs, birds, and animal flesh. During
winter, corn or peanuts make good baits.
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Take advantage of natural cavities
like hollow stump, exposed roots

Another successful set involves digging a hole at the water's edge along an overhanging creek bank. Place the trap at
the entrance in two to three inches of water, and anchor it with
a tangle stake to insure quick drowning. The hole should be 10
to 15 inches across and a foot or more deep. Again, bait may be
used. See the illustration under mink.
An overhanging bank, brush pile, or other obstacles force
the raccoon to enter the water and make a good bet for a blind
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set (see illustration). Tracks along the bank indicate where the
coons enter and leave the water. Set the trap in shallow water
at the point of entry and stake it in deep water. No bait is
necessary.
A dirt-hole set illustrated in the coyote section also works
for raccoon. However, be sure to use the correct size trap coyote traps are too large and powerful for raccoon.
Artificial cubby sets are also standard for raccoon. Cubbies
are small shelters built of logs, rocks, or other available materials and covered with a brush pile, open at one end. They can
be built in advance and baited when the season opens. The
trap, set at or just inside the entrance, is lightly covered for
concealment.
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This version of cub by set is made from logs
and sticks. Place bait in back, behind trap
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Although the opossum is widely distributed in Nebraska
today, that was not always the case. At the time of early settlement, it was found only along the Missouri River and adjacent stream courses in the southeastern part of the state. It is
still most common there and in southern parts of the state.
The opossum is the only native North American mammal
that carries its young in a pouch. 'Possums breed in February
and March, with as many as 18 young born 13 days later. Since
the female has only 13 nipples in its pouch, only 13 young
possums will survive. Any more than that perish at birth.
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When the young are weaned in May or June, females usually
mate again. The second litter is weaned in September or early
October. Young possums can reproduce the first year after
birth.
Opossums will eat almost anything, although flesh is preferred, and it never gets too rotten for the opossum. They will
gobble up fruits and insects in season. Bird eggs and young
supplement its diet, since possums are excellent tree-climbers.
Mainly active at night, opossums generally forage alone.
During cold weather, they will hole up for several days. On
occasion, several females will den together. The opossum likes
wooded stream courses. However, it is quite adaptable and
manages very well in farm lands by utilizing hay stacks, log
piles, and old buildings.
Opossum fur falls into the long-hair class and generally in
the low-value category. Probably because Nebraska lies in the
more northern part of its range, furs taken here are generally
considered some of the better quality pelts. Although some are
prime by mid to late November, the best pelts are taken in
December and January.

TRAPPING OPOSSUMS
The opossum is one of the easiest animals to trap. Trappers
probably take more opossums unintentionally in sets made for
other fur bearers than on purpose. Many old-timers consider
the opossum a nuisance on the trap line and will attempt to

Hollow log set designed
for easy-to-trap opossom
also draws mink, raccoon

COVER TRAP
LIGHTLY
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trap them out of their locality before making more detailed sets
for more valuable fur bearers.
Possums are readily lured by smelly baits, such as poultry
entrails or flesh, fish, apples, or canned dog/cat food. Spoiled
meat is never too rotten to attract them. Traps need not be
covered. However, bait must be covered lightly with debris to
avoid accidental bird catches. Most trappers prefer a No. 1 ½
trap, although a No. 1 will hold. Conibear or similar body-grip
traps are effective, when there's no danger of catching domestic
animals.

OPOSSUM SETS
Cubby sets are frequently used and are quite effective.
There are numerous versions. A hollow log, with bait placed
inside, is similar to and just as effective as a cubby with bait
placed in the rear of the cubby. Site locations are less important than for other species, provided you know opossum are
present in the area.

Always play the game fairly. Your sense of accomplishment and pride in your success will be all the
greater.
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With the disappearance of the wolf from the prairie, coyotes
increased in numbers and now rank as Nebraska's largest
carnivore.
Found statewide, coyotes here average 20 to 35 pounds,
with the males usually slightly larger than the females. This
long-haired fur bearer is characterized by a bushy tail that
always hangs down. Demand for coyote fur has fluctuated to
greater extremes than that for short-haired furs, going from
periods of almost nothing to very high value.
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Coyotes prefer the open uplands where they commonly
roam old trails and ridge tops. Their travels may cover a home
range as large as 20 to 25 miles in diameter, except when
parental duties keep them closer to the den.
Lowland areas seem to be favorite hunting spots, and
coyotes eat almost anything edible and some things which are
not. Jack rabbits, cottontails, and small rodents are preferred
foods and make up over half of their annual diet. However, the
coyote is an opportunist and will dine on birds, reptiles, insects,
fruit, and even domestic livestock. Carrion or dead animals, no
matter how rotten, are relished by coyotes, and they seldom
pass up a free lunch.
Breeding occurs mostly in late February and March. After
60 to 63 days gestation, 2 to 10 pups (generally 5 to 7) are born
in late April or May. Both parents share duties ofrearing of the
young. Most coyotes do not breed until two years old, and some
probably mate for life.
In addition to good eyesight, hearing, and a keen sense of
smell, coyotes are crafty, cunning, and suspicious of humans.
They are adaptable and quite capable of adjusting their lifestyle to meet the demands of their environment.

TRAPPING COYOTES
Coyote, like humans, vary greatly in intelligence levels and
behavior. Consequently, susceptibility to trapping and reaction to being caught in a trap also varies greatly among individual coyotes. Some simply lie down and accept their predicament after a relatively short period of struggle. Others continue to fight the trap and attempt to escape.
A short chain should not be used, because it allows "trap
fighters" to work the stake out of the ground. To ease stress on
the stake, trap chains may be lengthened to three feet and
equipped with a swivel. To prevent pulling the stake out of the
ground, many trappers use metal stakes, 24 inches long and a
half-inch in diameter. Other trappers prefer to use a short
chain (10 to 15 inches) but a longer stake on dirt sets, especially when soils are soft or sandy. A No. 3 long-spring or
coil-spring is considered by many coyote trappers as an ideal
size trap. Body-gripping traps such as the Conibear are ineffective for coyotes.
Because of the coyote's intelligence and suspicious nature,
trapping requires meticulous care in set design and special
efforts to avoid leaving human scent or other foreign odors at
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the set. Trapping this species also is more demanding and requires more skills and knowledge, than the trapping of many of
the other fur bearers. Experience is the best teacher and beginners will learn to avoid errors and how to select better sites.
Wind-swept areas near water or lower saddles in a ridge of
hills are good locations for coyote sets. It is generally a waste of
time to place a set in tall grass or weeds because of the odor you
leave on the weeds and because rabbits, skunks, pheasants all
use these same trails.
Baits and lures are important elements of coyote trapping.
Scents (coyote urine or prepared lure) are good attractants and
also serve to cover human odor. Coyotes are more apt to investigate a set if they can see clearly in all directions. Traps must
be carefully concealed, and the finished set must look as natural as possible ... as if nothing has been disturbed. Traps must
be firmly bedded, so they do not rock or move. The pan or
trigger should be set so very light pressure will release the
jaws. If there's too much movement, the coyote will retrieve its
paw before the jaws close.

COYOTE SETS
The dirt-hole and the scent-post sets are the two most popular coyote and fox trapping techniques. There are many variations of the dirt-hole set.
Basically, though, the site should be located in the open,
upwind from the prevailing wind direction, and in an area of
low ground cover. Usually a rock, log, or low bush used as a
backstop will prevent the coyote from approaching the set from
the rear. The dirt hole should be 6 to 10 inches deep and 3 to 4
inches in diameter,just in front of the backstop. Dig down and
back at about a 45° angle. Place a small piece of fresh or rotten
meat in the bottom of the hole, with a few drops of lure in and
on the edge of the hole. Loose dirt or dry grass may be thrown
over the bait to hide it.
The trap bed is made by digging out the dirt and sod in an
inverted V pattern, about 2 to 3 inches deep. A straight-clawed
hammer makes a good tool for this. Excess dirt should be removed. Use a piece of canvas that has been protected from
human odors. Approach the site carefully. Do not wander
around the trap site. When finished, back away from the set
and brush out your tracks. Some trappers use a one-yardsquare kneeling canvas to avoid leaving any odor. Others feel
there is less chance ofleaving human scent if they wear rubber
boots, work from a crouch, and plant their feet so they won't
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Baited dirt-hole set for coyote will also take other fur bearers

have to shift them until they are finished. The more successful
trappers wear gloves.
Bed your trap firmly so it will not move if the jaw should be
stepped on. The only hollow place will be under the pan. Place
the trap about 6 to 12 inches from the edge of the hole, with a
piece of waxed paper or light canvas over the p1;1n and under
the jaws to prevent dirt from getting under the pan. Tear the
paper over the dog, which holds up the pan, so it is free to move
up through the loose dirt concealment. Drive the stake, with
chain attached, into the ground directly beneath the trap. The
top of the stake should be slightly below the bottom of the
dug-out bed.
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An excellent coyote-getter, scent post uses urine instead of bait
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Concealing the trap is the next step. It can spell the difference between success and failure. Use a sifter box (a 6-by-8by-3-inch wooden frame with ¼-inch hardware cloth nailed on
the bottom) to cover the trap with about ½-inch of loose, dry
dirt. If the dirt removed from the set is too wet to sift, you will
have to bring in a bucket of dry dirt to sift over the trap. When
finished, the entire set should be level with the surrounding
area. Excess dirt should be carried some distance away and
dumped. A few scratch marks, resembling those made by a
coyote, and a little grassy duff over the bared soil will make a
more natural looking set. The set should not have a swept or
artificial appearance.
Coyotes like dogs and other canines advertise their presence and mark their territories by urinating at certain sites.
This characteristic can be put to good use by a knowledgeable
trapper. With one exception, the scent post set is constructed
like the dirt hole set. The only difference is that no bait or lures
other than coyote urine are used.
Just as a dog is interested in places where another dog has
urinated, so is the coyote. A prominent object, such as a small
bush, tall tuft of grass, or a rock or snag will serve as a natural
scent post. A cow chip also makes a good scent object. Some
urine is sprinkled on the tuft of grass used for the scent post.
Both males and females will be attracted to the site. A few
coyote droppings can be scattered about the area. Droppings
and tracks indicating coyote activity in an area will help in
choosing the site for this set. When finished, the set must look
natural and undisturbed and be free of foreign odors. A few
scratch marks will make it appear as if another coyote was
there before.
Coyotes will visit the carcass of a large animal, such as cow
or horse, regularly for long periods of time. Even when all that
remains are some bones and dried chunks of hide, coyotes still
check out the site. While such a location makes a tempting
trap site, remember Nebraska law prohibits traps set within 30
feet of exposed bait. There are several options available on how
to best set for coyotes there. The thing to remember here is the

Sifting box for dry dirt is essential
equipment for coyote-trapper's pack basket
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Mound set capitalizes on coyote's cautious habit of surveying area
from high ground before nearing bait. It also takes fox

coyote's habit of stopping some distance away from the carcass
to survey the area, also that the closer it gets the more cautious
it becomes. Take advantage of this behavioral knowledge. A
good spot for a set would be on an elevated point or mound
within 100 yards, where it is likely to stop to survey the area.
Some urine on a clump of grass will guide the animal to your
trap. These are all versions of dirt sets, and the same preparation and care should be taken as when making the basic dirthole and scent-post sets.
A conscientious trapper checks his traps daily and dispatches any coyote as quickly and humanely as possible. Keep
the catch free from mud and other foreign material.

You are your brother's keeper. Your actions reflect
either credit or discredit on the thousands of others
who run traplines in Nebraska and across the
nation.
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A fox stole was just about "it" during the Roaring 20's, and
red fox pelts brought about $40 apiece in the last part of that
decade. Then, the popularity of this fur declined. During the
1950's, there was a $2.50 bounty on foxes, and about 2,500
animals a year were taken. During the 1960's, trappers took
less than 1,000 foxes per year in Nebraska, and pelt prices
ranged from $1.25 to $4. By the 1970's, though, fox fur was
again coming into vogue. Pelt prices climbed steadily ... to $15
in 1972 and to $60 by 1978. During that time, trappers took
from 1,500 to 3,000 red fox per year.
-56-

Foxes are nocturnal but may sometimes be seen during the
daylight hours. They have no special home, except during the
whelping season, when a den is used to rear the young. Most of
the year they live in the open and sleep on the ground.
Small mammals especially mice and cottontails are staple
foods throughout the year, but foxes are also opportunists.
Birds, eggs, snakes, fruits, and insects are readily taken if the
opportunity presents itself. Like coyotes, they sometimes kill
more prey than they want to eat and cache the remainder
under some dry leaves or grass and twigs. They are likely to
revisit these hidden treasures whether they are hungry or not.
Like other wild dogs, they have a keen sense of smell, are
curious, cunning, and suspicious of human odors.
Foxes mate for one season. Four to nine young are born in
late March or April after an average 53-day gestation period.
Breeding occurs in late January and February, and males help
rear the young by bringing food to the den. The family disperses in early autumn. Foxes cannot compete with coyotes,
and as coyote numbers increase in a region, fox numbers
decrease.
Foxes are very vulnerable to diseases and parasites. Outbreaks of mange (caused by mites) have been responsible
for severe reductions of fox numbers over large portions of
their range. They are also subject to rabies and distemper both fatal.
The red fox is one of three species found in Nebraska and the
most common. This small (7 to 14 pounds) member of the dog
family can be found throughout the state. It is most abundant
in the northeast and least prevalent in the southwest, southcentral, and sandhills regions. Fair to good numbers are found
in the southeast and in the northern half of the panhandle.
Red foxes have generally dense, soft, and fairly durable fur,
and they always have a white tip on the tail. Nearly all pelts
are prime by early December and continue to be top quality
well into January. A "sampson" fox is a red fox that fails to
grow guard hairs; this wooly pelt is almost worthless.
The red fox prefers farm lands mixed with forested areas or
woodlots and some grasslands. It occurs in lesser numbers in
some of the more intensively farmed areas.
Nebraska's other two foxes are the swift and the gray. The
tiny swift fox weighs only 3 to 5 pounds and is totally protected
here. It is extremely rare and has been placed on Nebraska's
list of endangered species. It is slender, light-colored with a
black-tipped tail, and about the size of a large jack rabbit. It is
apt to be sighted only in western Nebraska in areas marked by
extensive short-grass prairie.
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Although legal to take, chances are slim of a trapper capturing or even spotting a gray fox. This is the westernmost part
of its range, for grays are woodland animals and Nebraska is a
prairie state. Occasionally, a gray may be found along the
Platte and Niobrara rivers in the western part of the state.
Slightly smaller than its cousin the red fox, it is a grizzled
gray and has a dark band that runs down its back to the tip of
the tail.

TRAPPING RED FOX
Successful fox trapping is an art, based on special skills and
thorough knowledge of fox behavior. Outfoxing the fox is the
ultimate reward for many veteran trappers who have acquired
the necessary skills and know ledge. You can gain them
through reading and experience. Literature about fox trapping, as well as supplies and equipment, is readily available
through commercial sources.
Of course, you won't have much luck trapping fox unless
there are foxes around to trap. Therefore, some pre-season
scouting is time well spent. Bare or sandy areas along fencerows or in lower saddles between hills are good places to look
for fox sign in rolling prairie country. In forested or brushy
areas, pay particular attention to natural travel lanes, such as
old roads, cow trails, and dry stream beds. Foxes habitually
make distinctive scratchy marks as they throw dirt at their
scent stations and droppings; so look for this sure sign that
foxes are present.

FOX SETS
The two most common sets for fox are the dirt-hole and
scent-post sets. Both are described under coyote sets and are
identical except fox urine and lures are used instead of coyote.
Lures are a must, and it probably would be best for novice
trappers to purchase commercially prepared scents. All
sets must be concealed and free of all human and other foreign odors.
A dirt-hole or scent-post set is especially effective near one
of the natural scent posts discovered when scouting the area.
Since foxes frequently travel in pairs, it's possible to take them
both in the same night with the use of scent posts set 30 to 40
yards apart. With both of these sets, remember that foxes are
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Always sift dry dirt over trap in any dirt-hole set

smaller than coyotes, so you need to bed the trap closer to the
bait or lure (5 to 7 inches rather than 9).
Lures and urine used in making fox sets may last several
weeks. Once a fox is caught, chances are better of catching
more at the same set, since it now reeks of fox.
Dirt-hole sets are attractive to several other species of fur
bearers and future success at the site can be affected by the
species taken. Foxes will avoid a set where a coyote or opossum
was caught, and you will have to relocate. Skunk and raccoon
scent at a trap sight is not a deterrent to foxes. In fact, skunk
essence is frequently used in fox lures. You may have to repair
the set, but you won't have to change locations and start over.
The mound set is another effective method of trapping fox,
because of its habit of going to a high spot to look over anything
new or suspicious. The "mound" can be a high spot overlooking

EXC£LLENT LOCATION
FOR FOX AND COYOTE

Clear view in all directions appeals to fox, coyote
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a large bait some distance away. The bait might be a coon or
muskrat carcass or the like. A stump, log, or a bale of hay
might provide the vantage point the fox jumps on to investigate the suspicious bait. That's the place for a trap. Do not use
lures or scents at the trap site or the bait. Some variations of
this set are also described under coyote sets. The real advantage of this set is its freedom from bother by unwanted fur
bearers and pets.
Proper trap size is the last important item to remember in
fox trapping, because dirt sets are so attractive to non-target
species. No. 1½ coil springs are preferred by most fox trappers,
but No. 2 traps are commonly used. There are two basic reasons for not using killer traps with these sets-(1) they are not
effective, since foxes are not prone to stick their heads in them,
and (2) they are very attractive to non-target animals.

Trappers are ugrass-roots" wildlife managers. As
such, you have a responsibility to make wise use of
the resource and the environment and to protect
them for future generations.
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SKUNK
Skunks belong to the weasel family, which also includes
mink and badger. As most folks are well aware, musk glands
are common to this family, and the skunk can produce a truly
foul aroma when aroused. Two species of skunks occur in Nebraska. The larger striped skunk, which weighs 5 to 10 pounds,
is common to abundant throughout the state. The smaller spotted skunk at 1½ to 3½ pounds is widely distributed here but in
much smaller numbers than the striped skunk.
Commonly called "civet" or "civet cat", the spotted skunk is
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Spotted skunk (civet) is protected in Nebraska

not a cat, and true civets are natives of the Old World. Spotted
skunk populations began declining in the 1960's. By the mid1970's they had become so scarce that in 1977 the Game and
Parks Commission put them on the list of species in need of
conservation. Those caught accidentally must be released immediately if uninjured; otherwise, the carcass or pelt must be
turned over to the nearest conservation officer. By 1980, there
were indications that spotted skunk numbers may be showing
some small upswing.
Woodlands interspersed with grasslands are preferred
habitat, but both species adjust readily to living close to man.
Although they are capable of digging burrows, skunks usually
take the easy way by adopting abandoned burrows - enlarging them if necessary. Abandoned buildings, rock piles, old
dumps, and brush piles furnish attractive burrow sites. Skunks
are most active at night but can frequently be seen late in the
afternoon. In cold weather, several members of the same sex
will hole up together for several days. Young-of-the-year may
stay inactive most of the winter. Skunks wander aimlessly
when foraging for food, and they seldom range much over a
mile from their home den.
Man generally benefits from the skunk's eating habits.
Well over half of its summer and fall diet comes from mice and
insects, such as grasshoppers, grubs, and large beetles. Other
items on its menu include fruits, fish, snakes, frogs, birds and
eggs of ground nesting birds. Occasionally, an animal will find
a hen house and must be eliminated to stop the loss of chickens
and eggs.
Skunks are equipped with two internal musk glands on
either side of the anus at the base of the tail. When the tail is
raised, the two nipples project outside, ready to fire a vile-
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smelling stream. They have excellent control and can use
either or both nozzles accurately for 5 to 10 feet. The stream
becomes a fine spray beyond that distance and can reach up to
20 feet depending on the wind.
Fortunately, the skunk is not too excitable. With patience
and by moving slowly, one can usually approach very close
without causing it to fire its charge. However, it can get off five
or six shots of the thick fluid, if needed. It can also direct its
aim to the front by twisting its rear to the side and using the
appropriate jet. Even if it misses, downwind vegetation can
"treat" your shoes and clothing if you walk through it. Musk
sprayed in the eyes is very painful. It may affect the vision
temporarily, but it does not cause permanent blindness. Before
firing, the skunk will threaten by erecting its tail and stomping its front feet. That's the time to stop and allow it to
quiet down.
Striped skunks breed in late February or March and bring
off anywhere from 2 to 12 young. Usually 4 to 6 young are born
in May, after a 63-day gestation period.
Skunks produce good quality, durable fur. It has stiff glossy
guard hairs with thick under fur. Pelts are graded according to
the amount of white, and those with the least white are the
most valuable. In recent years, demand has dropped. But, in
years gone by, large numbers of skunks were taken - 80,000
in 1944. By the 1960's, though, the trappers averaged only
1,600 animals a year.
Striped skunks are prime by early November, and quality
pelts can be taken until early January. Prolonged denning
often results in "rubbed" fur and lowers the value considerably.

TRAPPING SKUNKS
Easy to trap, skunks generally are not trap-shy. It's a good
idea to cover the trap lightly with leaves and grass if several
skunks have been caught in an area, since some of the older
ones can grow wary. They have a keen sense of smell, and
downwind bait will attract them for a considerable distance.
Since they are omniverous, a wide variety of baits are effective.
Fruits, like apples or bananas, will not draw them from as far
away as smelly fish or rotten meat, but they have another plus.
Fruits are unlikely to entice pets. Consequently, such bait reduces chances of a wasted trap effort as well as the need to
release a dog, cat, or other unwanted species. Skunks are vulnerable to Conibears, and a fruit or vegetable bait is even more
-63-

important when this trap is used. Often skunks killed in Conibear traps will not emit their musk.
Nos. 1 or 1½ trap sizes are adequate for skunks. Skunks
will sometimes chew off the front foot below the trap jaws, so a
double-jawed trap is advisable. In addition, running your trap
line early in the morning will cut the losses of skunk catches.
It is possible to kill a trapped skunk without causing it to
release its musk, but no method is always successful. A .22
bullet to the brain is a humane method of killing, but the scent
is generally released. Some trappers advocate a .22 to the middle of the spine. It kills quickly and also paralyzes the muscles
that control the scent glands and prevents discharge. Some
trappers claim success with a slower, more patient approach.
They attach the trap chain to a long pole. When a skunk is
caught, they move in slowly from upwind, gently lift the pole,
and carry it, trap and all, to the water, where the animal is
drowned. Others use basically the same method and, when
close enough, hit the animal across the back with a stunning
blow.

SKUNK SETS
Skunk sets are the same as those used for opossum, including site selection. Cubby sets and den entrance sets are most
commonly used. However, during the winter, cottontails frequently go underground, using abandoned burrows. So, before
making a den set, check for a few skunk droppings or hairs at
the entrance. A cubby set is a good substitute and just as effective for skunk or opossum when placed away from the den
entrance.
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Skunks go for same sets as opossum,
including simple cubby made of logs
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Relatively common throughout Nebraska, the badger is
most abundant in the western two-thirds of the state. After
several decades of very low populations in the eastern part
of the state, the badger has bounced back and may very well be
at its highest level in this area since the turn of the century.
Adults generally lead solitary lives and never reach large
numbers in a given area.
A short-legged,heavy-bodied carnivore, the badger belongs
to the weasel family. Two anal scent glands, characteristic of
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this family, can secrete a strong-odored fluid. But, it is much
less offensive than that of the skunk and is seldom used for
defense. The badger is also far less accurate with its scent
stream than its cousin. Powerful forelimbs, equipped with
long, sharp claws, make it an excellent digger in sandy or loose
soils. A hungry badger commonly outdigs fleeing ground squirrels and other small mammals to capture its dinner. All four
feet go at the same time. The front feet loosen the dirt and pass
it back, while the hind feet throw a shower sometimes four or
five feet in the air. Most badgers fall in the 15 to 30-pound
range and measure 25 to 35 inches long of which about 4 to 7
inches is tail.
Badgers prefer the open plains and prairies, where ground
squirrels, prairie dogs, and other burrowing animals are readily available for food. Intensive farming has reduced the
badger's food source, but it manages to survive in very low
numbers by utilizing roadsides and railroads for its burrows
and hunting grounds. Badgers live in burrows that are wider
than they are high, reflecting the shape of its squat body. Badgers seldom range more than one or two miles from home, but
they may move to a new area if food becomes scarce.
Badgers are strictly animal eaters and hunt primarily at
night. Unlike most carnivores, they avoid fruits, corn, and
other vegetable matter. Burrowing rodents are the principal
food items, but they will also eat frogs, snakes, birds, eggs, and
insects.
Numerous mounds of loose soil result from their digging for
burrowing rodents and are the most conspicuous signs of their
presence. Badgers scratch dirt over their droppings, which are
seldom seen except when the ground is frozen hard. Active
throughout the winter, badgers will rely on a heavy fat layer to
sleep through periods of several days during the coldest
weather. Occasionally during the winter, when the frozen
ground limits access to ground squirrels, badgers may locate a
den of several sleeping skunks, which will provide several
weeks' food supply.
A badger, like mink and weasel, undergo delayed implantation of the embryo, and its one to seven young arrive in April
or May, some six to eight months after mating. Most litters
consist of three or four young.
Most badgers pelts won't be prime until January, February,
and into March. However, the quality of the fur is not always
dependent on that. There is a great deal of variation in the
quality of badger fur, and a few can be quality by late
November. However, many November-caught badgers have
little value. Top dollar is paid for animals with white-tipped
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guard hairs two to three inches long across the back. Value
drops drastically on "flat backs" ... short fur with a flat appearance on the back. Badger fur is soft and durable, but it generally is not in big demand.

TRAPPING BADGER
Badgers have excellent noses and can be attracted to a set
with the baits and lures. Almost any type of lure will prompt
them to investigate the area. Dirt-hole sets will take badgers,
with either fresh or tainted bait. They have the habit ofrevisiting some of their old diggings in case a rabbit or rodent has
moved in, so they make good sites for a trap. Traps should be
positioned off-center because of the badger's broad body. In
fact, it's a good idea to use two traps - one on each side of
center. It takes a strong trap to hold this powerful animal, and
No. 3 size is generally recommended. However, experienced
trappers often use a No. 2 double-coil spring unit. Traps must
be carefully concealed and well-staked. When caught, badgers
will dig out a circle as far as the trap chain will let them. Out of
respect for the landowner, always fill in this hole.

BADGER SETS
The common artificial dirt hole set and the burrow entrance
set are the sets most often used. It's difficult to tell which
burrow a badger is using, so a lure or bait will help attract it to
the burrow you have selected. The dirt-hole set is described
under coyote sets.
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WE41EL
Considered the fur of kings, royal robes of ermine actually
come from the ordinary weasel. Ermine is simply the white
winter phase of this species that occurs north of certain
latitudes. In Nebraska, it is not a particularly common sight,
but an eagle-eyed wildlife observer can occasionally spot a
long-tailed weasel in winter garb in areas north of the Platte
River.
Weasels are close kin to the more familiar mink and the
endangered black-footed ferret. While the long-tailed weasel is
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distributed throughout the state, it's not very abundant anywhere in Nebraska. Another member of the family, the least
weasel, is also found here. It has been spotted in all parts of
Nebraska except the Panhandle and southwest. However, its
numbers are quite low.
Male long-tailed weasels are considerably larger than the
females, and some bigger individuals may measure up to 18
inches and weigh 9 to 10 ounces. On the other hand, its cousin,
the least weasel, is less than half its size. Weasels are predominantly brown, have long, slender bodies, short legs, and short,
rounded ears. The long-tailed weasel is the only member of the
family that has brown feet and white underparts. It has a black
tip on the end of the tail, a feature common to all weasels
except the least weasel.
In spite of their small size, weasels are extremely aggressive and will attack animals much larger than themselves.
However, because of their small size, they are often the victims
rather than the predator, with hawks and owls their major
enemies.
Weasels will occasionally take adult cottontails or chickens. However, they normally dine on small rodents, like field
mice, and if they're abundant will feed almost exclusively on
them. They prefer fresh meat and frequently kill more than
they can eat. Although they may cache the leftovers, they
seldom eat them.
This habit of killing more than they can eat has earned the
weasel a reputation as a blood-thirsty killer. which in some
cases seems well-deserved. There have been reports of renegade weasels killing all of the roosting chickens in a hen
house in a single night. Such individuals create a real problem
for the farmer, which cannot be tolerated. However, most
weasels have not developed a taste for poultry and are actually
extremely beneficial to the man. They are most efficient rat
and mouse killers. The least weasel feeds almost entirely on
mice and insects and should be valued.
Mating occurs in July and August, but the young are not
born until the next spring due to delayed implantation of the
embryos in the uterus. This also occurs in other members of the
weasel family but the period of delay is only a few weeks. The
usual litter contains five to eight young but larger litters are
not uncommon. Weasels are active all year. Although they do
most of their hunting at night, they frequently are out during
the day.
Weasels live in a variety of habitats but are most abundant
in the grasslands of the central and western sandhills. They
make their homes in shallow burrows usually occupied first by
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ground squirrels or mice. Weasels also find areas with brushy
fence rows or rocky areas to their liking.
Like other members of its family, weasels have two small
musk glands that can give off an offensive smelling fluid. The
fur is soft and durable and primes late. The best quality pelts
are taken in January, but fur is fair to good through the month
of December. Weasels in the northern part of the state turn
totally white (ermine) except for the tip of the tail, which retains its black color. South of the Platte River, their winter
coats are a lighter shade of yellowish brown than their summer
coats but generally do not turn white. These ermine furs are
more valuable than the dark.

TRAPPING WEASELS
During mid-winter when snow cover is likely and weasels
are active - tracks in the snow are the best evidence of this
secretive animal's presence. Weasels normally travel with a
loping gait that produces a paired set of small parallel tracks 8
to 15 inches apart. The hind feet often land in the tracks made
by the smaller front feet.
Weasels have no fear of humans and don't recognize traps
for what they are, and hence are easy to trap. The best furs
occur in mid-winter and sets described for skunk and opossum
will also take weasels. Investigating holes is instinctive behavior, which makes the "weasel box" an excellent set. It will
take weasels wherever they occur. It is also safe to use in the
chicken house when an invading weasel has to be removed.
Fresh meat is a very attractive weasel bait. However, it will
attract dogs and other larger animals, so a weight on top of the
box may be necessary to prevent it from being overturned.
Nos. 0 and 1 will hold weasels easily. However, there is an
advantage to using a No. 1½ trap, set with a hair trigger. It is
likely to catch the animal across the shoulders and kill it
quickly. If you use a cubby or hollow log set, the No. 1½ trap
will also hold a raccoon if one should happen by. Be sure, too,
that the trap wire and stake are strong enough to hold a larger
animal. An ordinary, wooden base snap rat trap will take
weasel. If the trapped weasel is still alive, a rap on the base of
the skull with a stiff stick will dispatch it quickly. However, be
careful not to get blood on the fur, since it is very difficult to
remove and decreases the value.
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WEASEL SETS
The "weasel box" is the popular set for this fur bearer. It is
weather, dog, cat, and poultry proof. It is a simple box without
a bottom, preferably made from old weathered boards. There
are no exact size requirements. Inside measurements of approximately 15 inches long, 6 inches wide, and 6 inches deep
make a good box.
Cut a two-inch hole in one end of the box. Boxes can be put
out in advance and prebaited with grain to attract mice (a
natural bait). Fresh meat can be placed in the rear of the box
with the trap in front of the bait. There should be enough tension on the trigger so a mouse can't spring the trap but light
enough that the weasel will set it off.
Some dry dirt in the bottom will provide a trap bed and
keep the trap jaws from freezing in wet soil during thawing
and freezing periods. Be sure the box is deep enough inside so
the trap jaws or the spring of a rat trap will clear the top of the
box. Hollow log sets and cubby sets are also very effective for
taking weasels.
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Weight atop weasel box to prevent its being
overturned makes it dog, cat, poultry-proof
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Sooner or later, any trapper is faced with the task ofreleasing an unwanted animal from a leg-hold trap. Just how to go
about setting it free varies with the species. In most instances,
experience and ingenuity will provide the best solution. However, there are a few tried and true techniques practiced by
experienced trappers.
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METAL TUBE

DRAPERY CORD
A simple homemade device facilitates release
of unwanted animals. It can be made from metal
tube or broomstick, light wire or drapery cord

Most animals are caught by the paw or toes and can be
released with no more harm than a bruised foot. Some will be
docile and can be turned loose with ease. Others will be highly
excited, but they generally settle down when covered with an
old jacket or tarp. It's then a simple matter to step on the
spring and release the animal.
Some veteran trappers carry a snare-type device whenever
they run their trapline. They thread cord or a light flexible
cable through a hollow tube, with a loop at the end. The loop
can be tightened around the animal's neck while holding it to
one side as the trap is removed. The same general idea comes
into play with the use of a forked stick to pin the animal down
while releasing the trap.
For some trappers, patience is the key when it comes to
freeing a young not-yet-prime raccoon, dog, or even a striped
skunk. This method involves slowly easing up to the trapped
animal while talking to it in a continuous monotone. Everything must be done in what amounts to slow-motion. There
must be no quick movement. Stop if the animal begins to become excited, but continue to murmur softly. When you reach
the trap, ease your foot gently onto the spring and slowly depress it.
It is not uncommon for an adult raccoon to try to chase you
for a short distance after release. However, most species will
simply take off in the opposite direction.

Always ask permission before setting out your traps.
It's common courtesy, but it's also the law.
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4FTEI\ THE C!TCH
Proper handling of the pelt should be as important as the
catch. Poor handling can reduce the value of the fur to almost
nothing, which means a waste of the resource and a loss of
dollars to the trapper.
Regardless of how you plan to sell your fur ... in the round
(unskinned) or pelted out ... there are certain steps that should
become second nature. Furs should always be cleaned and
dried before selling. Foreign matter, like burs, should be
combed out. If the fur is dirty, it should be rinsed in cold water,
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or if it has accidentally been dropped in oil or a similar substance, use a mild detergent. To dry furs, hang them in a cool,
well-ventilated spot, out of the sun. Hang carcasses either by
the head or the front feet. Whether carcass or pelt, always hang
furs out of the reach of mice, c~ts, and dogs.
Furs spoil quickly, and the hair will begin to "slip" or fall
out, particularly in warm weather or when stored outdoors.
Once hair begins to slip, the pelt is worthless. It's a good practice to take carcasses to the fur buyer daily, if at all possible, to
alleviate the problem of spoilage.
Remember, the better the fur looks, the better the price it
will bring. To help insure top dollar for your furs, keep in mind
the following points: (1) Wait to trap until fur is prime; (2) Run
your traps at least once a day; (3) Clean the fur carefully; (4)
Dry it in a cool, shady place, and (5) Guard against spoilage.
All furs must be disposed of within 10 days of the close of
the season on each particular species, unless written permission is obtained from the Game and Parks Commission to retain them longer. In that case, an affidavit must be filed with
the Commission before the close of the season, and it must
describe the number and kinds of furs to be held.

PELTING YOUR FURS
If you choose to pelt your furs, skin the animals carefully,
and flesh the pelt thoroughly. Before disposing of the carcass,
give some consideration to its possible use for a tasty meal.
There are some excellent recipes for fur bearers in the NEBRASKAland Magazine Wild Game Cookbook, published by
the Game and Parks Commission. After fleshing, dry the fur,
and make sure it is properly stretched.
There are two methods of pelting - cased and open. Cased
furs basically are peeled from the carcass and slipped on the
stretchers like a glove. Cased furs are stretched and dried with
the fur side in, except for fox and coyote which are turned fur
side out. The open method, which is used primarily for beaver,
involves slitting the skin down the belly for removal, then
stretching it flat. Veteran trappers have their own individual
tricks or variations on exactly how to get the job done, but the
basics are the same.
All furs should be cleaned of mud and burs before skinning,
and the animals should be skinned just as soon as conveniently
possible. All furry tails must be cut open on the underside,
along the length of the tail. Scaly tails (muskrat, beaver, opos-
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sum) are removed at the fur line. Whether skinning outside or
on the basement floor, make certain the area is clean.

CASED METHOD
With muskrat, make your first cut down the inside of the
leg from the heel to the base of the tail, then up the side of the
tail, out about two inches from its base. Slit the other leg in the
same way. Do not cut too deeply. Run the blade of your knife
under the skin in front of the anal opening from the first leg
slit to that on the other leg. Cut through the rectum, and skin
out the lower side of the tail to the end of the tail slits. Then cut
the skin loose from the tail. The underside of the tail skin is
now free.
Hold the animal by stepping on its tail and skin out the
belly for a short distance by thrusting your fingers under the
belly skin. Peel the skin from the hind leg to the foot and cut
the skin free. The foot stays with the carcass.
Turn the animal on its belly; run :pur knife blade under the
skin at the base of the tail, and skin out the upper side of the
tail to the end of the tail slits. The upper tail flap is now free.
Skin out the other leg and cut the skin free. Pull the entire skin
forward over the carcass to just beyond the front legs. Skin out
the front legs by working your thumb between the skin and the
leg at their junction with the body. Now peel the skin off the
leg over the foot, leaving the foot on the carcass. Continue
pulling. Just a little pressure will free the skin. Pull it over the
head as far as it will go easily.
Cut through the two white ear tubes that connect the skull
to the hide. It's essential that these ear cuts be made close to
the skull. Pulling the skin a little beyond the ear tubes will
reveal the thin-skinned eyelid area. Make sure your knife is
plenty sharp and use extra care to cut gently, leaving the eye
membranes on the pelt. Keep pulling gently and cutting at the
same time to free the nose and the lips. A poor job on the ears
and eyes will give a pelt a mutilated look and can decrease its
value.
Techniques for animals other than muskrat are basically
the same. However, there are some small differences when
skinning animals with scent glands and furred tails, such as
mink, skunk, and weasel. One continuous cut is made from the
pad of one hind foot to the other. It runs along the inside of the
hind legs and passes just in front of the vent on the belly side.
To exclude the vent from the pelt, make a "V" that starts about
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Skinning begins with cut from one hind foot to the other for cased furs,
up the middk for open. Scaly tails are cut off; furry ones stay on pelt
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Cased furs are peeled from animal from tail to head. Use
extra care in the ear-eye-mouth area to avoid mutilated
look. Boning tool can be helpful in removing furred tail
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one inch above the tail and slants past both sides of the vent to
the first crosscut. Avoid cutting or squeezing the scent glands.
They are located at the base of the tail, just above the anus.
From the point of the V, split the underside of the tail all the
way to the tip.
Some trappers feel it's easier if the tail bone is removed
before the tail is split. To do that, work the skin loose for a
couple of inches and pull the tail free while holding the tail
skin back with wooden boning blocks or a clothespin. The tail
can also be removed by simply working the hide down the tail
with your thumb nail.
For coyotes, some buyers prefer to have the legs skinned to
the foot and the foot cut off. Others split the skin on the back
side of the front legs. Fox and raccoon legs are harder to skin
and will require a few cuts. Some people use the old-fashioned
method of leaving the feet on pelts of mink, weasel, and fox,
which dates to the days when the feet were incorporated as
part of a fur stole.

4 -/NCHr:S

Wooden boning tool or clothespin, used to hold fur back,
simplifies task of pulling the tailbone loose from skin

OPEN METHOD
In Nebraska, beaver and badger are the two animals where
the open method applies. In the past, raccoons were handled by
this technique, but they are now usually cased. With the open
method, furs are stretched flat. Beaver are stretched as round
as possible, while badger are squared but will be somewhat
longer than wide.
Beaver is one of the most difficult fur bearers to skin. No
amount of pulling will remove the hide. It must be cut free all
the way. The first step is to remove the feet at the point where
the fur ends with a hatchet or axe. To begin skinning, lay the
animal on its back and make a single continuous slit straight
up the middle from the base of the tail, where the fur ends, to
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Beaver is a tough fur bearer to skin. Razor-sharp
knife is needed to cut pelt free inch by inch. Make first
slit up belly from tail to chin. Work from side to side

the tip of the chin. Make sure your knife is sharp and start
skinning. When the hide is free, remove the scaly tail at the fur
line. When stretching the pelt, round it as much as possible by
using numerous small nails to tack it to the frame. Do not trim
the hide to achieve this result.
For badger, the initial cut is the same as for beaver, but
additional slits are made on the legs from the center cut to the
tips of the toes. Leg slits would be similar for raccoon, if the
open rather than the cased method is used.

FLESHING THE PELT
Fat and flesh should be removed from all furs. Thin skins
from animals like muskrat, mink, and weasel do not need
much fleshing. With these animals, it is probably easiest to slip
the hide over your hand and pick them clean with the aid of a
knife.
A round fleshing pole and dull scraping knife work best to
remove the small amount of flesh on coyote and fox pelts. Fox
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hides are thinner than coyote, so extra care should be taken to
avoid cutting the skin. Raccoon, skunk, and opossum carry
heavy layers of fat early in the winter, so more effort is needed
to flesh them. They should be cleaned on a fleshing board before stretching.
Always scrape with the lay of the fur (from the head toward
the tail). Be careful not to scrape too deep, since that will cut off
the roots of the hair and it will fall out.
Raccoons may be exempted from the fleshing and stretching process, although pelts handled in this way will probably
bring a few dollars less. After skinning a coon, turn the pelt fur
side out immediately. The pelt can then be rolled up and placed
in a plastic bag for storage in the freezer. The day before you
take your furs to the dealer, thaw them out and hang them up
by the nose.

STRETCHING THE FUR
When fleshing is completed, you're ready to slip the hide on
a stretcher. Wire stretchers are available commercially for
most cased skins. However, many trappers make their own
from boards. Dimensions for average-size animals are shown in
the illustration. When using wooden stretchers, though, be
sure to use a wedge along the full length of the belly. The dried
skin will come off the stretcher easily and without damage
when the wedge is removed.
Fox and coyote should be stretched with the fur side in for a
day or two, depending on drying conditions. The pelt is then
removed from the stretcher, turned fur side out, and replaced
on the stretcher to finish drying. The skin must be turned
before it is completely dry.
All furs should be dried slowly. They should be hung in a
cool place away from a stove or sunshine, with about an inch of
air space separating each pelt. Occasional wiping with a clean
cloth may be necessary during drying. Never hang pelts
against a wall. A length of wire stretched between two beams
works well.
Total drying time will take about four days or more, depending on conditions. Furs should be completely dry before
removing them from the stretchers or they will wrinkle, which
lowers the value. Furs that are over-stretched or understretched will also be graded lower and will bring less. Beaver
and badger pelts should be stored and transported fur-to-fur
and rawhide-to-rawhide.
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Wedge is needed with wood stretchers
to ease fur removal, prevent damage
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Homemade wooden stretchers for cased furs should be sized
to average shown. Open pelts are firmly tacked to a fiat board
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OTHER TIPS
Always use extreme care when dressing furs. Skining
knives must be honed razor sharp to be effective, so they can
slice easily through fingers and hands. Never allow anyone to
stand close to you while you're skinning.
Y0u might also give some consideration to removing the
glands when you're skinning. They can bring you additional
dollars, since they are used for making lures and can be sold to
lure-makers. Check with your local fur dealers to find out how
to remove, process, and sell the glands.
If you have more carcasses than you can use for food or give
away, be sure to dispose of them properly. A carcass left to rot
can be very offensive to others. You may be able to dispose of
them through a local rendering plant for fertilizer or pet food.
If you can't dispose of them in any other way, they should be
buried in an out-of-the-way place where dogs or wild animals
will not dig them up.
Grading of raw furs is based on two primary factors: (1) the
quality of the fur and (2) the way it has been handled. A clean,
well-cared-for fur makes for a happy buyer and brings a better
price for you.

Respect for the resource and for others will enhance
your own self-esteem.
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TRAPPING SUMMARY

Fur
Bearer

Trap Types
and Sizes

Special
Sets

Pelting
Method

Tail
Handling

Muskrat

No.lorl½
Stop-Loss;
long-spring;
110 Conibear

Slide, den, runway, feed bed,
under ice, float

Cased

Cut off

Raccoon

No. 1½ or
No. 2;
220 Conibear

Cub by, artificial
bank hole,
obstacle at
water's edge

Cased

Split length of
under side and
tail bone
removed

Mink

No. 1½;
110 Conibear

Artificial bank
hole, den, blind,
obstacle at
water's edge

Cased

Split length of
under side and
tail bone
removed

Skunk

No.lorl½

Cubby

Cased

Split length of
under side and
tail bone
removed

Opossum

No.lorl½

Cubby

Cased

Cut off

Weasel

No. 1 longspring; rat
snap trap

Cubby, Weasel
box

Cased

Split length of
under side and
tail bone
removed

Red Fox

No.l½or2
coilspring

Dirt hole, mound, Casedscent post
Partially
dried skin
side out,
then turned
fur side out

Split length of
under side and
tail bone
removed

Coyote

No. 3

Dirt hole,
scent post,
mound, carcass

CasedPartially
dried skin
out, then
turned fur
side out

Split length of
under side and
tail bone
removed

Beaver

No. 3 or 4;
330 Conibear

Pole, slide, scent
mound, runway

Open

Cut Off

Badger

No. 3, No. 2
double coil
spring

Burrow

Open

Split length of
under side and
tail bone
removed
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As a responsible trapper and steward of our
natural resources:

l

will obtain the landowner's permission before
trapping on his land and set my traps only in
appropriate locations.
t will use the proper trap size and choose the
, most humane set.

twill set my traps to minimize taking non' target animals.
will check my traps at least once a day ...
preferably in the early morning.
t will handle my furs properly to avoid waste
, and dispose of the carcasses with care.
f will do my share to protect the resource and
, maintain a healthy environment.
f will broaden my knowledge of the resource
, and its needs.
, will support strict enforcement of all
, regulations.

l

, will report any outbreaks of disease or other
, abnormal occurrence promptly to wildlife
authorities.

